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Nowadays, the bibliography about Miles Davis is very abundant. Along with Duke Ellington, he is the most written-about jazz musician. This bibliography is not far from exhaustivity for this period, probably without getting to it. The choice has been to sort it by type of texts (books, book chapters, thesis, articles). In the case of republications, only the most recent reference has been kept.

The discography considers only record-sets published from the 1990’s, with no mention of originally published albums.

This bibliography has been originally published in CUGNY, Laurent: Électrique – Miles Davis, 1968-1975, Dijon, Éditions Universitaires de Dijon, 2019. Republished with permission.
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Discography

The reference for Miles Davis bibliographies is the one published by Peter Losin on his Internet site Miles Ahead: A Miles Davis Website. By far, the most complete, it is permanently updated. On the concerned period, running from December 4, 1967 to May 5, 1975, five studio record-sets, six concert sets plus one album have been released since the 1990’s (bootlegs and partial concert recordings on the Internet have been excluded). Studio sessions or concerts dates are following the reference.

Studio sets

The Complete Studio Recordings of the Miles Davis Quintet (Columbia Legacy C6K 67398)
- 1967: December 4, 27.
- 1968: January 12, 16, 25; February 15; May 15, 16, 17; June 19, 20, 21.

The Complete In a Silent Way Sessions (Columbia Legacy C3K 65362)
- 1968: September 24; November 11, 12, 25, 27.

The Complete Bitches Brew Sessions (Columbia Legacy C4K 65570)
- 1969: August 19, 20, 21; November 19, 28.
- 1970: January 27, 28; February 6.

The Complete Jack Johnson Sessions (Columbia Legacy C5K 86359)
- 1970: February 18, 27; March 3, 17, 20; April 7; May 19, 21, 27; June 3, 4.

The Complete On the Corner Sessions (Columbia Legacy 8869706239)
- 1972: March 9; June 1, 6, 12; August 23; September 6; November 29; December 8.
- 1973: January 4; July 26; September 17.
- 1974: June 19; October 7; November 6.
- 1975: May 5.

Concerts sets

Miles Davis at Newport 1955-1975: The Bootleg Series Vol. 4 (Columbia Legacy 88875 08195)
- 1969: July 5.
- 1971: October 22.
- 1973: November 1.
- 1975: July 1.

- 1969: July 25, 26; November 5, 7.

Miles Davis Live at the Fillmore East (Columbia Legacy C2K 85191)

Miles at the Fillmore: The Bootleg Series, Vol. 3 (Columbia Legacy 88765 43381)
- 1970: April 11; June 17, 18, 19, 20.

The Cellar Door Sessions 1970 (Columbia Legacy C6K 93614)
1970: December 16, 17, 18, 19.

_The Complete Miles Davis at Montreux_ (Warner Music 41836)
1973: July 8.

_Olympia 1973_ (Trema 710460)
1973: July 11.